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A theoretical multichannel treatment of dissociative rec'ombination is presented, with application to e+ NO+

recombination. The conventional "indirect" and "direct" dissociative recombinations are treated together on
the same footing. The physically meaningful eigenchannel parameters in the multichannel theory, for the NO
system, are here determined by fitting to a wealth of spectroscopic data. The results are then compared with

some previous theoretical predictions as well as recent experimental data, and a possible reconcilement is

suggested for the 'discrepancy in the (e+ NO+) recombination rates given by afterglow and stored-ion
measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

A unified treatment of perturbed series, contin-
uous spectra, and collisions was recently re-
viewed by, Fano, ' who has summarized various ap-
plications to systems with quite different charac-
teristics, such as diatomic molecules, neutral
atoms, and negative atomic ions. The spectra of
neutral diatomic molecular systems in the vicinity
of ionization thresholds, mostly in the uv, usually
contain discrete levels, autoionizing levels, and
adjoining continua. The discrete levels and the
autoionizing levels form Hydberg series whi. ch
converge to different ionization thresholds, . per-
turb each other strongly, and may also predisso-
ciate.

A traditional treatment of these levels vi.a con-
figurations and configuration mixing becomes for-
midable because of an infinite number of configu-
rations involved here. It becomes appropriate to .

treat these levels from the point of view of colli-
sions and thus to regard an excited or ionized di-
atomic molecule as consisting of a probing elec-
tron " id a molecular ionic core which interact
over a range of distances.

At large distances (i.e., the distance between
the electron and the molecular ion is much larger
than the distance between the two atoms of the
molecule), the interactions between the probing
electron and the molecular ion can be adequately
described by a Coulombic potential. On the other
hand, at small distances (i.e., within a reaction
zone), the electron and the molecular ion form a
complex through which both energy and angular
momentum can be exchanged, and dissociations
into two neutral atoms may occur.

From the point of view of collisions, the word
"channel" here indicates a set of states consisting
of a probing electron of arbitrary energy and of a
target ion in a specified energy level, identifying
a specification of the angular momenta of the elec-

tron and the molecuular ion, and of their coupling.
Therefore, wave functions of such an excited-or
ionized molecule can, in general, be expressed
as superpositions of various channel functions.
Particular sets of such superpositions are called
eigenchannels. Outside the reaction zone (i.e.,
configuration space where either the probing elec-
tron is apart from the molecular ion or the two
neutral atoms of the molecule dissociate apart),
the eigench@nnel wave functions can be written
analytically through the eigenchannel parameters,
which lump the dynamics of the "electron + molec-
ular ion" complex within the reaction zone and thus
serve as boundary parameters on the boundary of
the reaction zone. At any energy within the range
of interest, the energy eigenfunction is then ex-
pressed as a linear combination of the eigenchan-
nel functions. For the Rydberg states, the level
positions are determined analytically by imposing
the appropriate boundary conditions at infinity.
Here, the traditional treatment of the levels via
configurations and configuration mixing is then re-
placed by the treatment via channels and channel
mixing. Such treatment of Rydberg series as a
whole permits further extension of its analysis,
by extrapolating the properties of the series be-
yond the ionization limits to adjoining continua.
Therefore such extension allows us to examine
various low-energy collision processes between
the electron and the ion. To calculate dissociative
recombination of diatomic molecular ions with
low-energy electrons is the main subject of the
present paper.

Dissociative recombination of diatomic molecular
ions with electrons is of high interest because of
the importance of the processes in many regions
of Earth's ionosphere' (l.e.; the so-called D, E,
and I' regions). In this paper, we will apply the
multichannel treatment to dissociative recombina-
tion of NO' ions with electrons since some recent
theoretical calculations' ' have yielded rather dif-
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ferentpredictions, and some recent experimental
measurements' ' (an afterglow measurement' and
a measurement by the stored-ion technique') have
also given quite different electron temperature de-
yendences of the recombination rate.

In Sec. II, we will first present the multichannel
treatment, specifically applied to the dissociative
recombination process. We will then present, in
Sec. IG, our calculations of dissociative recombin-
ation of NO' ions in X'Z' (v=0 and l) with low-
energy electrons. Our calculations are carried
out by utilizing the wealth of spectroscopic data on
NO systems which have been studied extensively
by Miesher and his colleagues. ' " In our calcula-
tions, we perform yartial-wave expansions uy to
the d wave of the incident electron and include the
effect of the four dissociative states, i.e., B''6,
B 'G, I 'Z', and A''Z'. The dissociative state
I. 'Il is neglected here, but may become important'
for dissociative recombination of NO' ions in high-
er vibrational states w ith higher-energy electrons.
We also make comparisons with the previous the-
oretical predictions' and the experimental data."
A possible reconcilement of the apparent discrep-
ancy in the afterglow and stored-ion measure-
ments' is suggested. Based on the calculations,
we also estimate the branching ratio leading to the
excited nitrogen atoms N(D) by dissociative re-
combination of NO' ions with thermal electrons.
Finally, in Sec. IV, we make some concluding re-
marks.

II. MULTICHANNEL TREATMENT

We consider a, low-energy electron colliding with
a diatomic molecular ion in a state xvK(A&S). The
angular momentum coupling of the molecular ion
is described in Hund's coupling case (b),"which is
usually appropriate for light molecules because of
negligible spin-orbital coupling interactions. Here
A represents. the absolute value of the component
of the electronic orbital angular momentum along
the internuclear axis of the molecular ion, S the
total electron spin, p the parity quantum number, "
K the total orbital angular momentum, v the vibra-
tional quantum number, and x refers to the elec-
tronic state of the molecular ion (e.g., X 'Z',
a'Z', .. . , etc. for NO ). First let us examine
some characteristics of this "electron+ molecular
ion" system; as the incident electron penetrates
the molecular ion, i.e., within the reaction zone,
the incident electron and the molecular ion form
an excited molecular complex as a whole, and
many-body interactions prevail, such as electron-
electron correlations and interactions between
various internal degrees of freedom (e.g., vibron-
ic). The size of the reaction zone may be esti-

mated as r ~r, = 20-30 a.u. , where r is the dis-
tance between the incident electron and the molec-
ular ion (incidently, ' the ro for atomic systems is
usually smaller" and the ro for negative-ion com-
plexes may be much larger). Moreover, any spec-
ific estimation of the reaction-zone size here will
not affect all the later arguments because the as-
ymptotic boundary conditions are imposed analyt-
ically at infinity (as discussed later) in terms of
the physically meaningful eigenchannel parameters,
which lump ail dynamics within the reaction zone.
The exact size of the reaction zone would only be
relevant to the calculational efforts in any first-
principles determination of these eigenchannel pa-
rameters.

Here we will first discuss the excited complex
without taking into account the effect of dissocia-
tion of the complex into two neutral atoms, and we
will return to consider the effect later. As the in-
cident electron is outside the reaction zone, the
interactions between the electron and the ion can
be adequately described by the corresponding
Coulombic potential. Such an "electron+ molecular
ion" system is characterized asymptotically by
various combinations of the electron of an orbital
energy, and the ion in a specified energy level,
specifying the angular momenta of the electron and
the ion, and their coupling. Each of the combina-
tions identifies one yossible mode of dissociation
of the systems into the electron and the molecular
ion, and is therefore called a dissociation channel
(to prevent confusion with dissociation of the mole-
cule into two neutral atoms, we will refer to them as
i channels later). A stationary i-channel wave
function in the laboratory frame, outside tke re-
action zone and with a total angular momentum K
and a total electron spin S, can then be written as
an antisymmetrized-product-type function of the
molecular ion in the state XVK(Aq8) and the elec-
tron with an orbital angular momentum / and an
orbital energy e„-;g:

~EN ~ 4N[ k~l( E) d'gl( e K)lj

outside the reaction zone and with

~i ~xvE{AgS) 3 l
'YE~ 'V EN

~im L9r ~A &A g-m 0~@

+&~'"-,"D ~,w .(s, @)]

(Lm, KM —m~lKKM), (2)
2'+ 1

8 &+~~a

where 6 refers to antisymmetrization, 6yo the
Kronecker delta, and (fm KM- m~lKKM) the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Here Qr„ is a combined
wave function of the 'electronic vibrational rota-
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matrix U;, and eigen-quantum-defects ILI . These
eigenchannel parameters serve a's boundary-con-
dition parameters over the reaction zone bound-
ary" and also vary smoothly with the total energy

So far, we have deliberately not discussed the
effects of dissociation of the molecular complex
into atoms simply for convenience; we will return
to treat such effects later. At any total energy e
of the "electron+ molecular ion" system, the en-
ergy eigenfunction is then constructed as a linear
combination of the n-channel wave functions

tional wave function of the molecular ion and the
spin, angular wave function of the electron,

(8, Q) is the angular component of the incident-
electron wave function in the laboratory frame, &
is a combined wave function of the electronic vi-
brational wave function of the molecular ion and
the incident-electron spin function together with a
total electron spin S (with the convention ~~ =g&u r
for A = 0), and D is the rotational wave function of
the molecular ion. Outside the reaction zone, the
radial component of the incident-electron wave
function in the i channel can be expressed analyt-
ically as a linear combination of the regular and
irregular stationary Coulombic wave functions f
and g as shown in Eq. (1). The regular and irreg-
ular stationary Coulombic wave functions,
f, (r, i;„-g) and g, (x, e„„z),--have known analytical
properties"'" and are smooth functions of the or-
bital energy z-„„-~ across the threshold e-„„-g=0. We
will adopt atomic units throughout this paper and
will take the total energy of the molecular ion in
its ground state [e.g. , X'Z'(v=O, K=0), for NO']
as a reference zero energy. Thus a total energy

of the "electron+molecular ion" system is

4 I&'N Q Pa, KN A
&&&

=8 g g Qz„U,„(f,cosmic„-g, sinn p, )A

(6)

outside the reaction zone and with the mixing co-
efficients A independent of M, which are deter-
mined analytically by imposing various appropri-
ate asymptotic boundary conditions at r =~."'
These asymptotic boundary conditions are differ-
ent in various regions of the spectrum, i.e., dis-
crete, . autoionization, and continuum regions. We
will discuss in detail how to impose these asymp-
totic boundary conditions for the purpose of the
calculation of the "indirect" and "direct" dissoci-
ative recombination cross sections, which corres-
pond to the autoionization and the open-continuum
regions of the spectrum.

, We adopt here the laboratory-frame representa-
tion in Eq. (1). It is known" that there exists an
orthogonal transformation between the laboratory-
frame representation and the molecular-body-
frame representation, i.e.,

—~»&(~ps) s1
VEg —'Yrcz

& =&~yt+&~ysc ~

with
2

Ey&&g
= —1/2 v &»&Ic (4)

Here E„-„-g is the excitation energy of the molecular
ion from its ground state to a state xv K, and c„--„y

is the orbital energy of the electron in the i chan-
nel with the molecular ion in the state xvK. The
energy parameter i-„„-17is a positive real number
for a closed i channel, and it is a pure imaginary
number (i.e., v;„-r-=i/k„„g) for. a--n open i channel.

With a total orbital angular momentum K and a
total electron spin S, a stationary wave function
of the "electron+molecular ion" system, outside
the reaction zone, can generally be expressed as
superpositions of these i-channel functions. Ap-
plying the multichannel quantum-defect theory, "
one can define and construct eigenchannels z
which serve as an appropriate basis to describe
the dynamical characteristics of the "electron
+ molecular ion" complex within the reaction zone.
These eigenchannel wave functions, svithin the re-
action zone, vary only weakly with the total energy

Outside the reaction zone, the eigenchannel
wave functions, f„z„with the total angular mo-
mentum K and the total electron spin S, can be
written analytically as particular superpositions
of the i-channel wave furictions,

with

U(q~i=(-) + (l —A. &KX+AilKK)[1+'pre(-) ' ]/2.
(6)

Here XE„—=X"" " ' is a combined wave func-x~X(Ax) psst .

tion" in the molecular-body frame, which is de-
fined in a similar manner as the wave function
Qz'» A=~A+ &~ and q=q(-) ' are the corres-
ponding quantum number of the "electron+ molecu-
lar ion" as a whole. The A. is the projection of the
incident-electron orbital angular momentum along
the molecular axis. Let us adopt the collective
indices, i =—(xVK(Ag8)Sl) and n = f7 v'A'(AA)qS'S'I'],
and we can define the transformation matrix U

from the laboratory frame to the molecular-body
frame as U =U

wX&i~ x'66' 4~7'6ss'6ss'6~I'& which
—X

is diagonal with respect to the quantum numberswith the eigenchannel parameters, transformation

~
z~='2 Z 4'z~U (ft costi -g& »»i).
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7, 6, A, S, S, and L. Thus, Eq .(6) can also be
written in the molecular-body-frame representa-
tion,

e.„=aZPg X..„U-'„U,.
x ( f,

cosmic„-g;

sinn' )A.

(9)
outside the xeacNon zone.

If we are only interested in the overall structures
due to vibrations, and we will ignore the rotational
structures (equivalent to having insufficient energy
resolution to distinguish the rotational structures),
the radial component of the electron wave function
in Eq. (9), (f, cosv p.„-g& sinw p, „), is the same for
the molecular ion in the state XV (with different
K's) and then can be factored out in the summation
of Eq. (9). Therefore, Eq. (9) reduces to

4'r~= 8 Q Q Xgs U~„

&& [f-(r) cosset„-g- simp„]~

(10)
outside the reaction zone and with

U-„af = Ua U]a

The eigenchannel parameters, g-„I and p. , then
serve as a concise quantitative representation of
vibronic interactions of the "electron+ molecular
ion" complex within the reaction zone. These pa-
rameters are generally smoothly varying functions
of energy and have negligiMe g Qependence for our
present purpose (i.e., to ignore the rotational
structure) Ther.efore we will omit the subscript
K later on.

A. Eigenchannels including the effects of gabe molecular

dissociative cgggggls

After we have inti'oCgce4 th8 83g8AcbRg5818 e
which character ige the dyasmics Of tbo "Si8eta'06
+ molecular ion coQlp19X 'IritbtII tb& x'8RCtfOQ SQNe,
we will then return to the effects of additional
channels of dissociation of the molecular complex
into atoms. These molecular dissociative states
are usually non-Hydberg states of the molecule.
The molecular dissociative wave function is writ-
ten, in the Born-Oppenheimer separation, as a
product of electronic and nuclear terms:

tion of the relative. motion of the atomic nuclei,
which is normalized per unit energy range (in
a.u.), i.e.,

E~(R) ~" (M/2K~)'~' sin(K~R+ 5„)

with

K~/2M=c+E~. (14)I is the reduced mass of the atomic nuclei in
atomic units and &~ is the energy difference be-
tween the ground state of the molecular ion and
the molecular dissociation limit. 6, is a phase
shift including the phase shift due to the centrifug-
al potential. If the molecular dissociative state
has a repulsive potential curve, the molecular dis-
sociative channel consists only of the continuum
spect'rum. If the molecular dissociative potential
curve can support the existence of vibration states,
the molecular dissociative channel then consists
of the continuum and the discrete spectrum. In
this paper, we will neglect the couplings among
the nuclear wave functions in the various dissocia-
tive electronic states during dissociation, which
will greatly affect predictions of the branching
ratios. However, to neglect the couplings will not
affect the result of the total cross section, since the
effect of the couplings during dissociation can be
regarded as a unitary transformation of the ampli-
tude vector of the relevant nuclear wave functions,
and then results in only a redistribution of the par-
tial contributions to the total cross section. %e
will return to discuss it in Sec. III when we attempt
to estimate the brariching ratio leading to the ex-
cited nitrogen atoms N('D) by dissociative recom-
bination of the NO' ions with thermal electrons.
In this paper, we will treat a, nontrivia3, simple
case in which, with a specific symmetry, all the

- eigenchannels n mix individually'with only one
molecular dissociative channel (it is adequate for
our later application in Sec. III). Such mixings re-
sult from interchannel interacts. ons which can be
classified as one type Of configuration interaction. "
An important domain in the configuration space for
the interchganel interM:tion &matrix elements is
within the reaction zone, where the definition of
the reaction zone is implicitly extending to include
the space for the relative motion of the atomic nu-
clei. In a perturbation treatment as shown in the
Appendix, the eigenchannel wave functions, after
taking into account the effect of the molecular dis-
sociation, have the following forms:

@~=SEE~(R). (12)
,—,&, 8 ~X„U„„(f-„cosw-p„—-g —„sinn', „)

The 4 „ is the combined wave function of the elec-
tronic wave function of the molecular dissociative
state and the angular wave function of the nuclear
term. Ez(R) is the corresponding radial wave func-

+
(1 g2'

)x/2 4'e Gu(R)
t
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n. d

(1 [2 )1/2
2

&& g X-U-„"„(g-coswi1„-f~ sinw V,„)

1
(1+(2 )1/2 4d Ed(R)

2

(15b)

outside the reaction zone, where the radial wave
functions, Gd(R) and Ed(R), have the following as-
ymptotic forms -(2M/wK) ' cos( ~ ~ ) and (2M/
wK)' ' sin( ~ ~ ), respectively. The mixing param-
eter & „ is

= wH~ df~ d. (16)

H~ d is the electroriic interaction matrix element
which varies smoothly with the energy e, and f
is the Frank-london factor which can be calculated
approximately as the overlap integral between the
moj.ecular-ion vibrational wave function and the
molecular dissociative radial wave function E,(R).
The energy eigenfunction of the "electron+ molec-
ular ion" system at an energy e is then constructed
as a linear combination of the eigenchannel wave
functions,

4 (6) = Q /~A~ 1++ /~AN 2

1
'

w2 41/2([IXaUPxn(fa coswi g~ s1nwi1n) + ga, dkdGd]A11, 1a 0. (1+&a,d)

+ [g„de U"~(g-~ coswV +f sinwi1 )-+QdEd]A~, 2), (17)

outside the reaction zone. The mixing coefficients,
A, . and A 2, are determined analytically by im-
posing the appropriate asymptotic boundary condi-
tions at x=~. We will discuss this in detail later.

B. How to determine the eigenchannel parameters

The eigenchannel parameters may be obtained
by first-principles calculations, formulating the
Schrodinger equation in a finite volume as an ei-
genvalue problem for the boundary values of the
wave function. " So far, a pilot eigenchannel cal-
culation directly aiming at the eigenchannel param-
eters has been carried out only for the "electron
+ atomic ion" system. & Such an eigenchannel cal-
culation for the molecular system remains to be
demonstrated. On the other hand, these eigen-
channel parameters can be extracted semiempiri-
cally by fitting to the spectroscopic data. These
two methods complement each other; either may
be pursued, but their judicious combination might
prove most effective. For our application in Sec.
III, the eigenchannel parameters are determined
by the semiempirical method.

From absorption and emission spectra, bound
states of the "electron+ molecular ion" system can
be identified. The excited states of the diatomic
molecule may be classified as Rydberg states and
non-Rydberg states. Rydberg series usually con-
verge to various ionization thresholds correspond-
ing to various states of the molecular ion and per-
turb each other. Rydberg series may also be per-
turbed by non-Rydberg states, which may lead to
the molecular dissociations into atoms. We will

first utilize the data of the "deperturbed" energy
levels' "of Rydberg series to determine/the ei-
genchannel parameters, U~ and p . For a Ryd-
berg state [e.g. , A. 'Z'( 1=/0) for NO], the "deper-
turbed" level energy, with reference to the energy
of the ground state of the molecular ion, is pa-
rametrized by Edl (3) w.hich reduces to

~„=&-„-1/2v-„„ for all n, (18)

For a set of the available "deperturbed" Rydberg-
level energies fe„; n=1, ... , N), the eigenchannel
parameters, JL( and U—~, are then determined by
numerical fitting such that thb sue&

N

S=g [E(fv- „)(U-",p„))1' (20)
n=1

ls minimized
For the mixing parameters (~ d

= H„' df„d, the
electronic term H~ d can be obtained by spectro-
scopic analysis of the'Rydberg-non-Rydberg per-

since we here ignore rotational structures. The
E- = E-„„-is the excitation energy of the molecular
ion in the electronic state x and the vibrational
state 8 for the n channel. Thus, each energy e„
is represented by a set of numbers (v-„„), where
the number of the different v- „ in each set equals
the number of molecular ion states xV involved.
The asymptotic boundary conditions of the energy
eigenfunction of the "deperturbed" Rydberg state,
thatis, C„O ass-~, leads toss

E((v- „),(p~, UL))=detlUs sinw(v „+i1 )l =—0.
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turbations. The Frank-Condon factors f„~are
then calculated based on the potential curves for
the molecular-ion electronic state and the non-
Bydberg dissociative states of the molecule, which
are usual1y deterMined either by syectroscopic
analysis or by first-principles calculations.

n d . A(8+) eI5~

(g+) f6~

(1+ t'2 )1/2 A~2
f

1 Qp (x.d
U

4 5'Pa2ik S
(1+)2 )

Fn'

C. Dissociative recombination cross section

%e will calculate the dissociative recombination
cross sections in terms of these eigenchannel pa-
rameters.

Let P „-„den-ote a set of the relevant channels p
corresponding to a specific state 78 of themolecu-
lar ion [e.g., X'Z'(V=O) for NO']. The dissocia-
tive recombination cross section for the molecular
ion in the state XV then is

l. Direct dissociative recombination

The direct dissociative recombination in conven-
tional language' refers to the process in which the
incident electron is captured by the molecular ion
directly to form an autoionizing dissociative state
of the molecule. However, in the multichannel
treatment, it is a matter of the energy range of
interest; specifically, the conventional direct dis-
sociative recombination corresponds to the energy
range io which all the relevant a channels are
open, namely,

E = E +2@a for all O

(22)

A("'+ A("' =O1+ ' '/2 a'l 1+ ' '/2 a2
I

for all p, (23)

where o ~ is the Coulomb phase shift in the p chan-
nel, i.e., as = arg[7(36+1-i/k&)]. The desired
mixing coefficients are

(g ) & PUZa&
go m $gp

(1+(' )'/'

and
m

~(e+) I g
e FUeas .u&

n, a '\ / (1~ $2 )1/2 (24)

Thus, the scattering matrix for dissociative re-
combination from the p channel is

In order to calculate the reaction cross section
from any specified incoming channel p, the mixing
coefficients A(„8+) and A(„s',) in E(l. (17) are deter-
mined by requiring that the amplitudes of all the
incoming electron waves vanish in all channels o.
4 p snd that the amplitude of the incoming wave in the
molecular dissociative state also vanish:

1 III ( ()+) Zggg I( III ( 8P )l[

y+ 2 1/2 aa a, 1 y+ 2 l/2 aa a, 2~)

(2 —6z)(,)(2S+ 1)
4-'- )(,~ 2(2S+1)

&V

with the quantum numbers Ap, S, and S defined
before.

(26)

U~ ~ s i AT (v III + )/ ~)A ~
(1+ g2 )1/2 I

(26)

E(luation (28) has the compatibility condition for

2. Dissociative recombination in resonance region

The indirect dissociative recombination in the
conventional language, ' refers to the process in
which the incident electron is first captured via an
autoionizing, vibrationally excited Rydberg state
which predissociates. In the multichannel treat-
ment, it is again a matter of the energy range of
interest, i.e., the energy range in which some of
the relevant z channels are open and some are
closed. We here treat the two mechanisms, viz. ,
"direct" and "indirect" mechanisms, simulta;-
neously as they should be in the energy range of
interest. The sets of the open and closed channels
will be denoted as P and Q, respectively. The en-
ergy c of the "electron+molecular ion" system is
then parametrized as

2
e =&-„-1/2v-„., ne Q

= E-+2k-, (27)

We will first impose asymptotic boundary condi-
tions for autoionization states, namely, that the
components of an energy eigenfunction vanish at

for the closed channels and that the compon-
ents consist of Coulombic waves with a common
phase shift mv asymptotically for the open chan-
nels, and will obtain the collision eigenchannel
functions, g(v„e) and/(r„e), which will be given
in the following. For the collisional eigenchannel
((v „e)= Z „g„'A„,„ the asymptotic boundary con-
ditions lead to

U-„„sinv(-v, + p,„)A„,
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the existence of nontrivial solutions, which is

S(~„.) = detlP-. .I
=0, (29)

U-„cosv(-72+ &1 ), o.aP
Unn COS2/(&/n+ pn)~ 12 H Q . (39)

with

U—„Sinn( r,-+ &1n), n&P

U-„„sinn(v-+ &1„), n HQ ~

(30)
(40)

Equation (38) has the roots denoted as {~p }. The
corresponding solutions A„,2 areP2 2

—P2
A- p2 hn. 2An. 2 Cnn(& p2 &).

nI2 (j + $2 )1/2

At any specified energy c, Eq. (29) has the roots
denoted as (vp, ) where the number of roots exactly
equals the number of all the open channels z in P.
The corresponding solutions A», of Eq. (28) for
the 7p, are

—
p, A Pn1. , C-„n(7 p„e)
n, 1 (l+ ~2 )1/2

with

c-„=g [c-..(~„,e)]2 . (41)

The t."- is the cofactor of the element E- of
detlF«l. The renormalized collision eigenchannel
functions $(7'p, e) then are

with

c-„'=Q [& (~p,-, ~)]'. (32)

4(Tp ~&) =
(l X2 )1/2 ft

p, 4

The C- is the cofactor of the element E~n of the
determinant detlF«l, and the choice of a is arbi-
trary. The collisional eigenchannel functions

g(rp, e), after an appropriate normalization, then
have the form

XP2 ~
(j+X )1/2 '4 2 t+

p

outside the reaction zone and with

(42)

& ~ XnTn (fn cosstp gn sin% Tp )
aEP

4(Pp, ~ &) (l X2 )1/2 @
P

P»X„T„f—„(co—sr'—
p -gn sinmvp )

ngp

Xp», y+
(l +X2 )1/2 42

»

outside the reaction zone with

T-»= U-„cosm -v'p + pn An, »

(33)

(34)

7- = U- sans -v'p + p A Np

—P2

x =lg ".'- ar-
&ne

2g Un sine(-r p
+ &1„)A

2 nep n P2

(43)

(44)

(45)

The energy eigenfunctlon 4( ') is then constructed
ap a linear combination of the collision eigenchan-
nel functions,

Xp g
— n gA„» Np (35)

2

U-„„cosv( 2p +&1 )A-„',
» nFP n» (36)

In: a similar manner, for the collision eigenchan-
nels f(v„e) = Zn P„A „ the asymptotic boundary
condition leads to

(46)e&~'& =Q tI (t, e)c&~'&+Q q(2, e)c&~' .
P» P» P2 P2

P2

The coefficients CP' and CP' are determined by
requiring that the amplitudes of all the incoming
electron waves vanish in all channels a w p
(c/, p EP) and that the amplitude of the incoming
wave in the molecular dissociative state also van-
ish, namely,

m

nn COS7/( 12+ & n)hn-2An. 2 0.

(l ]2 )1/2
2

Unn cos17(vn+ & n)~ 2A n . n0 2Q
(l ]2 )1/2.

We then have the compatibility condition

P(~„e)= detlP-„„l = 0,
with

(37)

(38)

P2 P22&

~P», P P+) ~ XP2.~ (F+)

(l+X2 )1/2 P1 ~ (l+X2 )1/2 P2
p» p» ~ p p, d

for all P .
The desired coefficients g and Q are(5'+) (8+)

P» P2

+ = e' gT n'l, (l+X' )'/'e12 p

C(~'&= e~ &fTp2 Y' (1+X' )'/'e'"p
P2 p p

(47)

(48)

(49)
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where

Py

Yp = I-QMp p Mp p Yp
P2

with

(50)

Px —P2
M = ~ 7'.-T-

1 2 +&p
-i rg grg

Np p
=iMP

p Xp d ~g+1lfp p 1lfp p Xp de

(51)

(52)

Thus, the scattering matrix for dissociative re-
combination from the P channel is

(8+)~ (1+X' )'~'
Pg Pj~d

P»d g+) f6d' ~ (1+X, ,}'~'
. p, d

= e"if g (-i)X& Tp e'"'a, Yz1' 1
1

(53)

III. ELECTRON-NO'-ION DISSOCIATIVE RECOMBINATION

Here we will apply the multichannel treatment to
the dissociative recombination process between an
electron with kinetic energy 0-2 eV and a NO' ion
in the electronic ground states X 'Z' (6= 0 and 1)
characterized by the electron configuration
(Iso}'(1so)'(2so.)'(2s&7)'(2po)'(2ps)'. The energy of
the NO' in the next electronic excited state a Z'
is about 5 eV above the ground state'X 'Z'."
Thus, in the energy range of our interest, we only
consider the relevant channels a characterized by
various couplings between the NO' ion in X'E' and
the incident electron. The relevant eigenchannel
parameters in the multichannel theory will be ex-
tracted from the many spectroscopic data.

Fortunately, Miesher and his colleagues' "have
conducted extensive studies on the spectra of the
NO molecule. A clear interpretation of all the ex-
cited states of the NO molecule known from ab-
sorption and emission spectra was given in their
papers. ' " These states separate into two classes:
Rydberg states forming nl complexes and charac-
terized by electron configurations (core 'Z')(nfl)

The dissociative recombination cross section for
the molecular ion in the state xv then is

u g ( s! )( + )
~S ~2 (54)ka-„s~~. 2(2S+ 1)

and, on the other hand, non-Rydberg states with
the configurations,
(Isa�)

2(1so )2(2so )'(2so ) (2Pg) (2Pm)'(2PÃ}',
(1so )'(Is(y)'(2s(x)'(2so )'(2pv)'(2pm)'(2pm)', and
(1so )'(1so)'(2so)'(2so )'(2')'(2pm)'(2pcy). These
Rydberg states appear in the form of l complexes
involving the l electron coupled to the NO' ion in
the X 'Z' states with coupling conditions inter-
mediate between Hund's case (b) to case (c). Such
intermediate couyling of the Rydberg states due to
l uncoupling can be adequately treated in the multi-
channel theory as transformations from the molec-
ular-body frame to the laboratory frame. "

In this paper, the rotational structur es escape our
detection because of inadequate energy resolution,
and because we are only interested in the overall
vibrational structures. Therefore, the eigenchan-
nels are constructed as superpositions of the z
channels defined in the molecular-body frame as
discussed in Sec. II. The z channels are then
characterized by (GAS}(lAs)AS with A = ~A.

~
and S = s

=q (because A =0 and S=0). In the multichannel
treatment for the collisions between the electron
and the No' ions in the states X'Z'(V=O and V= 1),
the relevant o. channels only with 9 ~ 2 will be taken
into account since the molecular potential curves
for the Rydberg states and the state X'Z' of NO'

are all similar in first approximation, and conse-
quently, there exists quasiorthogonality between
the vibrational wave functions for the NO' and the
NO complex.

Homogeneous perturbations"'" between states
with anequalsymmetry(i. e., same A and S) result
from Rydberg-non-Rydberg configuration inter-
actions, and it is these non-Rydberg states which
may lead to dissociations of the NO molecule. We
also note that the Rydberg f complexes detected in
the NO spectrum, in contrast to all the complexes
with l & 3, are apparentlynotexposed toperturba-
tions involving non-Rydberg states and are not
yredissociated. "'"'" Therefore, we perform a
partial-wave analysis for the dissociative recom-
bination process only up to the d waves, namely,
l &2.

A. d waves

The structure of d complex has three compon-
ents, i.e., dg, dm, and d~. The 6 component of the
nd Rydberg states is far separated from the o, m

components and is strongly perturbed due to the
Rydberg-non-Rydberg interaction. '"'" However,
no such strong perturbations are observed in the
v, m components. '"'" Thus, for the d waves, we
only consider the contribution from the d6 wave.

In the d6 component, we have three cy channels,
a= 1,2, 3, corresponding to the couplings of
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Eigenchannel parameters (eigen-quantum-defect p~ = p~+ p~e transformation matrix V+~ and mixing
parameter H'~).

Symmetry (X~Z+)d62& (Xjg+ )P ~ 2II (Xi g+ )p p 2g+ (X g+)so 2Z+

0
po

i
P,e

0.2i3 0.977-0.026

Rydberg 24-8' 6
0.0i8+ O. i i 6m

0.075 0.078 0.080

D. i28 O. i20 O. i22

0.975 -0.2f i 0.072

0.22 i 0.954 - 0.203

0.742 0.750 0.754

-0.495 -0.328 -0.434

0.890 -0.387 0,242

0.45-6 0.787 -0.4 i6

-0.030 0.480 0.877

Rydberg 2II-B 2II

0.025+ 0.087m

0.669 0.690

0.428 0.4i3

0.707

-0.075 0.263

Rydberg Z'-A'
Q.oi9

0.962

2@+

0.959 -0.246 D. i42

0.274 0.933 -0.234

i.2269 i.227 i i.2273

0.9403 0.9580 0;9529

0.927 -0.36i p. i06

0.376 0.895 -0.24 i

. -0.008 0.263 P.965

Rydberg 2g+ 12'+
O.pi7

[X',Z'(V=O)]d(), [X'Z'(v= 1)]d5, and [X'Z'(2
=2)]d6, with the molecular symmetry 'b, (i.e.,
A = 2, 8 = &). The corresponding eigenchannels n
represent the superexcited molecular complex
with ~4 symmetry and vibrational quanta 0, i, 2,
respectively. The eigen-quantum-defects p„and
the transformation matrix U-„are determined by
fitting the nine "deperturbed" energy-level posi-
tions of the Rydberg states, '"'"I' '~, N'b„U'6,
with v & 2. Here the "deperturbed" energy-level
positions which have been obtained'"'" by rota-
tional analyses of the NO spectroscopic data are
adopted. More specifically, we minimize the sum
in Eg. (20) with N= 9. The electronic term H," of
the mixing parameter g« in Eg. (16) is then ob-

N ('s) + o'("s)

tained from the, analysis" of the perturbation be-
tween the Bydberg states I" '~, N'~ and the non-
Hydberg state 8' g. These adopted eigenchannel
parameters are listed in Table I. The Frank-
Condon factors f~ s are calculated based on the po
tential curves ok the state X'Z' of NO' and the
state 8"~ of NO as shown in Fig. i. 't)Vvith these
physically meaningful parameters, the d5 contri-
bution of dissociative recombination of NO' ions
[X 'Z'(v=0 and l)] with 0-2-eV electrons is then
calculated by formula (26) and Eq. (54) for the con-
ventional "direct" and "indirect" processes, re-
spectively, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The cross
sections have been convoluted with the incident-
electron beam of a half width 0.025 eV.

Let us examine in detail the feature of the disso-
ciative-recombination cross sections through the
B''g state. Since the Frank-london overlap:fac-

I6—

0 I2-
4P

N('o) + 0('p)

w ('s}+0 ('P}
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FIG. 1. Relevant potential curves for NO and NO+

systems.

E: (eV)
FIG. 2. Partial dissociative recombination cross sec-

tions of NO+ ions in the state X ~&+(& = 0) with electrons.
The theoretical curves have been convoluted with the
incident electron beam of a half width of 0.025 eV.
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tor is very small for v = 1 at electron energies be-
low about 0.15 eV, the cross section for NO' in
2 = 1 is smaller than that for NO' in v = G. How-

ever, at about 0.1 eV, the cross section through
8' 'A state for NO' in v = 1 is larger than that for
NO' in V=0. Such an enhancement peak, for V=1,
at about 0.1 eV is due to the resonance via the
9d6'n. (6 = 2) Rydberg state, which is identified by
examining the behavior of the mixing coefficients
X„', at the resonance Qd6'n, (the value of X ', in
one of the collisional eigenchannel p, equals 1).
We can also trace all the other resonances in the
8' 's channel for NO' in X 'Z'(V= 1): the first
resonance via 7d6's(v = 2) at 0.006 eV is out of the
scale of Fig. 8; the second resonance via 8d6's(v
= 2) at 0.074'eV is smeared out by the energy con-
volution of the incident electron beam with a half
width 0.025 eV, and therefore only a tiny trace re-
mained; the third one is the resonance via Bd6'n, (v
=2) discussed above; and the rest, resonance
structures via nd6'b, (6 = 2), n & 10, are smeared
out by the energy convolution because they are
within a half width of the electron beam. Very in-
terestingly, in Fig. 2 for the dissociative recom-
bination of NO' [X'Z'(V=O)] and electron, the
resonance structures via nd6'A(v = 1) Rydberg
states are not noticeable because the Frank-lon-
don overlap factor is very small for v = 1. How-
ever, the resonance at about 0.18 eV, in Fig. 2,
is due to the resonance via the 6d6'n, (v = 2) Rydberg
state.

B. p wave

The P complexes consist of Pv and Pm compon-
ents. ' " Boih of the Pa and the Pm Rydberg states
have a diffuse, perturbed structure due to homo-

E (ev}
FIG. 3. Partial dissociative recombination cross sec-

tions of No+ ions in the state, X~Z+ (v=1) with elec-
trons. The theoretical curves have been convoluted with
the incident electron beam of a haIf width of 0.025 eV.

geneous Rydberg-non-Rydberg interactions. Thus,
the contributions from the Po and the Pm waves
should be included.

For the Pv wave, we have again three n channels
corresponding to the couplings of [X'~Z'(V = 0)] pw,
[X'Z'(V=1)]pm, and [X'Z'(V=2)]pm with the sym-
metry '11(A = 1,8 = ~). The corresponding eigen-
quantum-defects p „and transformation matrix
U-„are determined by fitting to the eight "deper-
turbed" energy-level positions of the Rydberg
state"'" C'II, K'II, I' ll, and&'II withv «2.
The electronic term of the mixing parameter g„~
is determined from the analysis of the perturbation
between Rydberg state C Il, K'D, and the non-
Rydberg state 8 'Il. We here ignore the effect of
another non-Rydberg state I 'II which may be-
come important for dissociative recombination of
NO ions in higher vibrational states with higher-
energy electrons. ' The adopted eigenchannel pa-
rameters for 'II symmetry are listed in Table I.
The Frank-Condon factors f„~ are calculated based
on the potential curves shown in Fig. 1. With these
eigenchannel parameters, the dissociative recom-
bination cross section via 8 '~ is calculated by
the formula, Eq. (26) and Eq. (56), as shown i.n
Figs. 2 and 3. All the resonance structures can
be traced out in detail by examining the behavior
of the mixing coefficients A, as in the case of the
d6 wave discussed above, and we will not repeat
similar discussions for the other /X waves.

For the Pv'wave (i.e., 'Z' symmetry), the eigen-
quantum-defect p and transformation matrix U-
are determined by fitting to the nine "deperturbed"
energy-level positions of the Rydberg states'"
O'Z' M Z' A'Z+ and I'Z' w th v «2. The
electronic term of the mixing parameters is esti-
mated from the perturbation' "between the Ryd-
berg states D Z', M'Z+, and the non-Hydberg
state A' 'Z'. Table I lists the adopted eigenchan-
nel parameters. The Fran'k-Condon factors f„„
are calculated based on the potential curves shown
in Fig. 1. In Figs. 2 and 3 we present the recom-
bination cross sections via A''Z' for NO' ion in
V =0 and 6=1, respectively.

C. s wave

The (sv) 'Z' Rydberg states are perturbed
strongly by the non-Rydberg state I'Z'. '" Thus,
the s wave should make some contribution to dis-
sociative recombination process In the (s.o ) 'Z'
symmetry, the eigen-quantum-defects p~ and
transformation matrix U—„~ are determined by fit-
ting to the 14 "deperturbed" energy-level positions
of the Rydberg states' "A'Z', E'Z', $'Z',
T'Z', and Z'Z' with v «2. The electronic term
of $„~ is estimated from the perturbation between
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FIG. 4. Dissociative recombination cross sections of
NO+ ions in the states X &+(& = 0 and & = 1) with electrons.
The theoretical curves have been convoluted with the
incident electron beam of a half width of 0.025 eV.

the Rydberg state F- 'Z' and the non-Rydberg state
I'Z'. The Frank-Condon factors f„~ are again
calculated based on the potential curves shown in
Fig. 1. With the adopted eigenchannel parameters
listed in Table I, the dissociative recombination
cross sections via I'Z' are calculated and are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Figure 2 presents the decomposition of the dis-
sociative recombination cross section for NO" (V

=0) into the contributions from the states l3'eb„,
B '~, A''g+, and I'Z+. The theoretical cross sec-
tions here have been convoluted with the incident
electron beam of a half width, 0.025 eV. The reso-
nance features below about 0.58 eV, the excitation

'

energy of NO' ions from V = 0 and V = 2, result
from dissociative recombination v'ia the Rydberg
states in either v = 1 or 2. The features above
0.58 eV reQect mainly the energy dependence of the,
Frank-Condon factors. Similarly, Fig. 3 presents
the decomposition of the dissociative recombination
cross section for NO' ions in V=1 into the contri-
butions from the states B' '6, B 'n, A' 'Z', and
I'Z'. The resonance features below about 0.28eV,
the excitation energy of NO' ions from v = 1 to v = 2,
arise from dissociative recombination via the 8= 2

Rydberg states, and the features above 0.28 eV re-
flect the energy dependence and the interference of
the Frank-Condon factors in the multichannel
treatment. In Fig. 4, we present the total dissoci-
ative recombinations for NO' ions in V=O and 1.
To compare with experiment@. data, the present
theoretical result for NQ'(V=O) may be consistent
with the "stored-ion" measurement by Walls and
Dunn' except for the overall normalization factor
and some fine-detail features. The present theo-
retical result is larger than the stored-ion data by

4vWm

(2 IeT)'r
ff

v g- exp ——
uv

(55)

where v-„ is the cross section for dissociative re-
combination of NO' ions in the state X 'Z'(tr) with
electrons. In Fig. 5, we present the calculated
reaction rates along with the experimental data,"
and some other theoretical results. ' ' Regarding
the experimental conditions of the afterglow mea-
surement' [i.e. , the gas temperature T„=380 K,
the buffer-gas (Ar) pressure P(Ar) = 12.5 Torr,
and the NO pressure P(NO) = 1.3 mTorr], it may
be reasonable to consider that the measured re-
combination is dominantly due to NO' ions in the
state X'Z'(tr = 0), although there are some un-

an overall factor 2, although the present theoretical
data may have an uncertainty of about 50%%uq and the
stored-ion data may also be subject to a change of
the overall normalization as well as the insuffici-
ent energy resolution, particularly at lorn inci-
de.~t-e1ectron energies. Regarding the fine-detail
features in the cross sections, let us first ex-
amine the features in the "indirect dissociative
recombination region. " Although the experimental
data may have some indications for the resonance
features at about 0.2 and 0.4 eV, the appreciable
resonance at about 0.18 eV, as our theoretical re-
sults indicate, seems to escape from detection.
Such resonance features mill certainly have signif-
icant effects on the recombination rate at electron
temperatures 7,= 300 to 3000 K; we will discuss
this point later as we exami. ne the afterglow mea-
surement by Huang, Biondi, and Johnsen. ' There-
fore, it would be very enlightening to have some
high-resolution merged-beam measurements of the
(e-NO') recombination similar to the recent
merged electron-ion beam measurement of the
(e+H,') recombination by the McGowan group. "
Concerning the experimental minimum at about
1.2 eV compared with the theoretical minimum at
about 2 eV, this feature results mainly from the
energy dependence of the Frank-Condon factors,
which are sensitive to the positions of the crossing
point between the potential curves of the NO'(X 'Z')
and the NO (B'll). Thedismatchbetweentheex-
perimental 1.2 eV and the theoretical 2 eV may in-
dicate that the gdopted potential curves, X'Z' and
B 'II shown in Fig. 1, have the crossing point at
somewhat larger distance than it should be.

The electron-temperature dependence of the dis-
sociative recombination of NO' ions was studied
by Huang, Biondi, and Johnsen' by means of a
microwave-afterglow-mass-spectrometer appara-
tus employing microwave heating of the electrons.
If we assume the electron energy distribution to be
Maxwellian, we can obtain the recombination rate
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certainties concerning the vibrational population
of the NO' ions (probably in V =0 or 1).' Thepres-
ent theoretical reaction rate for the V = 0 state
seems to be consistent with tQe afterglow mea-
surement re'garding the electron-temperature de-
pendence and the absolute magnitude since the
present theoretical data may have an uncertainty
of about 50%. For NO' ions in the V= 1 state, the
recombiriation rate, shown in Fig. 5, has a smal-
ler magnitude and a much flatter electron-temper-
ature dependence. There is something interest-
ing, if we take off the resonance peaks from the
recombination cross section, as shown in Fig. 4,
and then perform Maxwellian folding, EIl. (55), to
obtain the reaction rate which has much steeper
electron-temperature dependence, as shown in
Fig. 5 by the curve indicated as "V=O without
resonance peaks. " Interestingly, this may suggest
one possible reconcilement of the discrepancy of
the electron-temperature dependences between the
afterglow measurement and the stored-ion mea-
surement since some resonance structures at low
energies may escape from detection in the stored-
ion measur ement.

In Fig. 1, there are four dissociative electronic
states 8' '~, 8 'Il, I'Z', and A,

' 'Z'. %e will
neglect the couplings among the dissociative elec-
tronic states '~, '~, and 'Z via heterogeneous
perturbations which are due to finer rotation-elec-
tronic interactions and which are not noticeable in
the NO spectroscopic data. " %Ye only consider the.
coupling between I'Z' and A' 'Z' via homogeneous
perturbation. " %e then estimate the branching
ratio in the two extreme cases, namely diabatical-
ly and adiabatically. Folloming the potential curves
diabaticaQy in Fig. 1, the dissociative electronic
states B''~, B'll, and I'Z' will lead to the dis-

sociation into the excited nitrogen atom N('D) and
the ground- state oxygen atom 0('P), and the A "Z'
will lead to the dissociation into the ground- state
nitrogen atom N('S) and the ground- state oxygen atom
0('P). However, following the potential curves
adiabatically, the 8''~, 9'm, and P''Z' mill lead
to N('D) and 0('P), and the I'Z' will lead to N('S)
and 0(eP). At T, = 300. K for NO' ions in the state
X 'Z'(V= 0) there is then a percentage of about 6V

to 94% of the dissociative recombination leading to
N('D) according to the adiabatic and the diabatic
pictures, respectively. For NO' ions in the state
X "Z'(V= 1), there is some dependence on the vi-
brational state, i.e., a percentage of about 98 to
58% of the dissociative recombination leading to
N( D) according to the adiabatic and diabatic pic-
tures, respectively. To summarize, the dissocia-
tive recombination of NO' ions in the states
X 'Z'(V=O and 1) leads preferentially to the ex-
cited nitrogen atoms N('D) at thermal electron
temperature.

1V. DISCUSSION

The "electron+ molecular ion" complex here is
described as superpositions of the various chan-
nels in terms of the eigenchannel yarameters;
transformation matrix U—,eigen-quantum-de-
fects p„, and mixing parameters $„=If'„'f~ „. Such
eigenchannel parameters lump all dynamics of the
complex within the reaction zone, and the electronic
parts of the parameters, U, p, and H", vary very
smoothly with the degree of excitations. The mo-
lecular complex may break either into the electron
and the molecular ion or into the two neutral atoms
according to various dissociation channels. Thus,
the present multichannel treatment serves as a
quantitative description of such an "electron+ mo-
lecular ion" complex in "super-excited" states"
of the molecule. Since the eigenchannel param-
eters can be regarded as boundary parameters
over the reaction zone boundary, to treat the rel-
evant physical process then becomes an exercise
of imposing the appropriate boundary conditions at
infinity as demonstrated in Sec. II, wher'e we have
treated dissociative r ecombination process. The
conventional "indirect" and "direct" dissociative
recombinations are thus handled together on the
same footing since the "indirect" dissociative re-
combination is a, resonance process via Rydberg
states, which have been taken into account by the
multichannel treatment.

Finally; we would like to comment on how to ob-
tain such vitally important eigenchannel param-
eters. The parameters can be obtained either by
fitting to the available experimental data, as dem-
onstrated in the present paper, or by first-princi-
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ples calculations, which have been demonstrated
only for an atomic system. " Thus, apractical first-
principles calculation scheme for a molecular sys-
tem, aiming directly at such eigenchannel param-
eters, remains to be developed. The compact set
of the physically meaningful eigenchannel param-
eters here represents a vast set of apparently dif-
ferent experimental measurements, such as spec-
troscopic data and electron-ion collision data.
Therefore, such physically meaningful parameters
should merit much attention. We hope that such
parameters would be a target of both first-princi-
ples theoretical calculations and experimental data
analysis in the future.
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Traditional treatment of dissociation of the mo-
lecular complex via configuration mixing with the

dissociative states here is handled by channel in-
teractions between the n channels and the dissoci-
ative channels. Here for simplicity we only con-
sider one n channel g interacting with one disso-
ciative channel 4, via an interaction matrix ele-
ment &)„~V~(~(f)~& which, in Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation, can be written as

K= V+
P

E —6
{A12)

The normalization factors, B„(c)and B~(q), are
given by

1';...;= &+.(~) I ~...ly. (")& .
The integral equations can be written symbolically
as

(Al)
B (e) =1/(1+))'K'„+m'K,' )'~', (A13)

(„(s) fSs („(~a~.,„.=Ss S,(V~;„—.., . (A2)

g„'(C) = «4(~g&~-, „,+ «e, (~)A;, «s (A3)

with H„" „ the electronic matrix element and f, ,
the Frank-london factors. Taking into account the

channel interaction, the eigenchannel functions be-
come

Bg(f ) = 1/(1 + 1/ K„g + m K~g) ~, (A14)

where E ~, K&~, K«, and K „denote the values of
the K-matrix elements on the energy shell (i.e.,
K«—= K .. ., etc.). Outside the reaction zone, the
eigenchannel wave functions are obtained by per-
forming the Cauchy principal-value integrations
in Eqs. (A2) and (A3) and are expressed, in terms
of the K-matrix elements on the energy shell, as
follows:

g'(c) = B(x(e) p g X-U„~„(f„osmci „--8-„s-i w&n„) wK+„„gg K()U„~(g

„cosmic—

-f„si wnp, „)+K-«(I),G~(A)',
CX a

(A15)
and

(' (s) = B,(s)(sK„|Sg X-,U-,"„(S(-„ssssS,—f„s(ss)+S(,S',((S)+st„&,G-,(I()) .

ln a perturbation treatment of Eq (12), we h.ave

K..=K,.= &C.( )li,„,l4, ( )&,

K„„=Kqq= 0 .
Therefore, we are led to Eq. (15).

(A16)

(A1V)

(A16)
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